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MethoDology
The Diversity Scorecard records the average number of sity numbers were: Arnall Golden Gregory, Boies Schilfull-time-equivalent minority attorneys—Asian-Amer- ler Flexner, Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney, Cole Schotz,
ican, African-American, Latino or Hispanic, Native Cole, Scott & Kissane, Pryor Cashman, Spencer Fane,
American and self-described multiracial attorneys—at Williams Mullen, and Womble Bond Dickinson.
Am Law 200 and National Law Journal 250 law firms
in the calendar year 2019.
Lawyer counts are average full-time-equivalent
The TEN top-ranked Firms
(FTE) figures. Partner statistics include both eq2020
2019
2020
uity and nonequity partners. Nonpartner figures
Diversity
Diversity
Diversity
% of Minority % of Minority Total U.S. AtRank
Rank
Firm Name
Score*
Attorneys
Partners
torneys
include associates as well as special counsel,
Berry
N/A
Berry Appleman
72.40
49.7%
22.7%
169
11
N/R
72.40
49.7%
22.7%
169
of counsel and other staff attorneys. The survey
Appleman
does not include contract attorneys. Lawyers of
2
1
Fragomen
59.50
35.1%
24.4%
393
Middle Eastern heritage are counted as nonminority attorneys for the purposes of this survey.
3
26
Wood Smith
57.10
38.9%
18.2%
311
Prior to 2009, Diversity Scorecard rankings
4
2
White & Case
54.40
33.7%
20.7%
881
were based only on the minority percentage of all
U.S. attorneys. Starting in 2009, we revised our
5
12
Kobre & Kim
49.00
27.4%
21.6%
62
rankings to stress the importance of hiring and
6
5
Fenwick
48.40
33.0%
15.4%
342
promoting minority attorneys to partnership positions. Each firm’s diversity score is calculated
7
10
Cleary Gottlieb
47.90
30.4%
17.5%
626
by adding the minority percentage of all U.S. attorneys at the firms surveyed to the minority per8
4
Wilson Sonsini
47.50
28.7%
18.8%
787
centage of all U.S. partners at those firms.
9
7
Best
46.20
26.4%
19.8%
202
A total of 38 Am Law 200 and NLJ 250 firms
declined to provide us with numbers. The Am
Morrison &
10
9
45.80
28.1%
17.7%
712
Foerster
Law 200 firms that did not submit their diver-
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Case. Rounding out the top five
The past decade has
Firms With Highest Percentage of Asian-American Attorneys
is Kobre & Kim, which climbed
seen a steady, at times
24.9%
Berry Appleman & Leiden
seven spots from No. 12 last
slug-gish, advancement of
Fenwick & West
21.2%
year.
minority attorneys in the legal
Knobbe Martens
19.9%
As in years past, the bulk of
industry. Since 2010, minority
Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati
19.5%
the
minority representation at
attorneys have seen a 3.9% inFragomen
17.6%
the top firms lies in their ranks
crease in representation among
of Asian and Hispanic attorthe country’s largest firms, acFirms With Highest Percentage of Hispanic Attorneys
neys. Black partners are vastly
cording to The American LawBerry Appleman & Leiden
18.9%
underrepresented among the
Shutts & Bowen
yer’s 2020 Diversity Scorecard.
16.7%
Wicker Smith O’Hara McCoy & Ford
13.8%
top firms in the scorecard.
But with the novel coronaGreenspoon Marder
13.1%
Berry Appleman has zero
virus threatening the financial
Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle
12.3%
black partners. And, on averhealth of each and every law
age, the partnerships of the top
firm, those who have worked
five firms on the Diversity Scorecard are just 0.64% black.
the hardest to build a more diverse legal workforce are raisSome firms saw large jumps or drops in their diversity score.
ing alarms.
Wilson Elser jumped 58 spots, from No. 148 to No. 90, regisMany fear that, as was the case in the 2008 recession, ditering the largest year-over-year improvement. Behind Wilson
versity staff will be the first to go as law firms look to inElser was Goodwin Proctor, which jumped 44 spots to No. 49.
stitute austerity measures. History has shown that minority
“We are proud of our long-standing commitment to diattorneys disproportionately bear the burden of law firm
versity,” says Angela Russell, chair of Wilson Elser’s diverlayoffs. Current models projecting a deeper and more prosity and inclusion committee and a member of the firm’s
tracted downturn are exacerbating these fears.
executive committee. “Diversity and inclusion are firm
But there may be reasons for optimism. For one, many
foundational values that inform our approaches to hiring,
see a stronger foundation and infrastructure this time
recruiting and client service.”
around. And diversity advocates have been clamoring for
Other firms saw precipitous drops in their ranking. Floryears for more widespread use of remote-work arrangeida-based Gunster saw the largest year-over-year decline,
ments; many are hoping that the global shift to work from
falling 49 places to No. 114. Haynes and Boone fell 36 plachome has destigmatized the practice and could be beneficial
es, from No. 43 to No. 79.
for the long-term diversification of the industry.
In a statement, Gunster shareholder Jorge Guttman
New entrant Berry Appleman & Leiden, a 200-attorney
said that, although the firm had some of its ethnically diimmigration firm, took the No.1 spot on this year’s Diververse attorneys leave for other opportunities, the firm still
sity Scorecard.
remains committed to diversity.
The list considers the percentage of minority attorneys
“Our 2020 numbers show that we are, similar to prior
in each firm, double-counting partners to emphasize the
years, trending upwards regarding our diversity efforts and
importance of promoting minority attorneys, and compiles
results,” Guttman said. “While 2019 was an anomaly, the
the figures into a uniform score.
firm has made progress in nearly all categories of diversity
Half of Berry Appleman’s attorneys, 49.7%, identify as
over the years and continues to strive to do so.”
a racial minority, and 22.7% of the firm’s partnership are
Haynes and Boone did not return a request for comment.
minority attorneys, according to ALM data.
Caren Ulrich Stacy, founder of Diversity Lab, finds both
The second-highest scoring firm—immigrapositives and negatives in the data. Progress is steady, she
tion shop Fragomen—reports that 35.1% of its
says, but there are no signs that minority representation is
head count is composed of minority attorneys.
accelerating.
Fragomen did report a higher share of miSince 2010, the total share of minority attorneys included
nority partners than Berry Appleman,
in the Diversity Scorecard grew by an average of 0.9% each
24.4%.
year. This year did not buck the trend: The total share of miComing in at No. 3 is Wood
nority attorneys grew by 0.9%, from 16.9% to 17.8%.
Smith Henning & Berman,
“When you look at the averages year over year, we’re
which jumped 23 places
making progress,” Ulrich Stacy says. “The not-as-great
from its spot on last
news is that the progress seems to be similar to past years.”
year’s scorecard.
At No. 4 is
Fears of Progress Stunted
Among our many accolades, it is especially rewarding
White
But Ulrich Stacy, like many others, is worried that even this
to lead the legal industry in diversity,” said BAL Senior
&
incremental progress is at risk. The specter of the Great
Partner Frieda Garcia, who manages the firm’s West
Recession, which devastated racial and gender progress
Coast operations. “As a global immigration firm, we
in the law, looms as firm after firm announces layoffs,
represent clients from diverse backgrounds and culcompensation cuts and other austerity measures
tures worldwide. We are extremely proud that our firm
in response to the global coronavirusreflects that diversity which strengthens our connecinduced economic crisis.
tions to our clients and our communities.”
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A decade ago, as firms reeled from the financial crisis,
minority attorneys left the profession in droves as firms
disproportionately shed their attorney ranks. The stratification hurt minority partners in particular: Racial and ethnic
diversity in the partnership ranks decreased by 14.3% following the recession. Black representation among Big Law
associates returned to pre-recession levels just last year, according to the National Association for Law Placement.
When firms looked to zero-down line items and put in
austerity measures to stay afloat, staff and diversity professionals were among the first to go. Offers to incoming firstyear associates and summer law students—key components
of a firm’s diversity pipeline—were withdrawn.
Initial reports that this year’s recession may be deeper
and further drawn out have stoked fears of a repeat. As for
how that will translate into this recession, expert opinions
are mixed, with many believing that it’s too early to tell.
One reliable indicator is whether firms are still investing
and participating in diversity programming.
“You can’t invest, reinvest and then invest again in diversity and have long-term progress,” Ulrich Stacy says. “You
can’t decide one year you’ll focus on diversity and then decide the other year you won’t.”
Around 90% of the 100 firms that participated in Diversity
Lab’s Mansfield 3.0 program registered for the fourth round,
according to Ulrich Stacy. The program requires that law
firms’ hiring pools for leadership roles include minority and
women candidates. In addition, 10 new firms have joined onto
the pledge, a sign that Ulrich Stacy sees as a positive sign for
diversity going forward.
“This is at least one positive indication that firms are
staying committed to diversity and inclusion even in tough
times,” she says.
A Silver Lining
Michelle Fang, chief legal officer of peer-to-peer car-sharing company Turo, bears more-positive news. None of the
firms or companies participating in the Law in Technology Diversity Collaborative have pulled out. The program gives minority and women 1L law students the
opportunity to split their time between a law firm
and in-house legal department and will now take
place virtually. Participating law firms and
companies include Baker McKenzie, Cooley, Boies Schiller Flexner, Facebook and
eBay.
“Nobody has backed out; nobody has abandoned ship,”
says Turo, who spearheaded last year’s letter
from 170 general counsel
calling
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for greater diversity among outside counsel. “To me, that’s
encouraging.”
There are other reasons, experts say, to be more optimistic this time around. For one, the infrastructure and programming around legal diversity is more robust and entrenched
than it was at the time of the last recession.
Baker McKenzie, which dropped two spots this year to No.
38, says it will not waiver on its diversity commitments. The
firm has no plans to renege on its summer associates and affiliate diversity programs, say Anna Brown, global diversity director, and Marredia Crawford, North America diversity manager.
It helps, they say, that Baker McKenzie had already invested heavily into its diversity programming. Now, as firms
everywhere are facing dire economic straits, the firm is in a
strong position to maintain its focus.
“We didn’t have to put new things in place,” Brown says.
“We already had the foundation, and so now we’re reinforcing the foundation that has already been built.”
The other encouraging sign is that clients are not wavering in their push for greater diversity. Despite the pandemic, firms will not get a pass if they choose to de-emphasize
diversity in the hopes of zeroing out short-term costs.
“Nothing has changed for me,” Turo says. “I was just on
a call yesterday with other companies that are Mansfield,
going through the in-house certification. There didn’t seem
to me that there was any stepping off the pedal.”
And many even see a silver lining in the current state of
affairs. The shift en masse to remote work and the broadscale adoption of virtual conferencing brought on by the
pandemic shows that firms have the capability and resources
to a ccommodate flexible work arrangements. For years, diversity advocates have pointed to these tools as crucial allies
in advancing diversity.
“For those who have said, ‘We can’t do it,’ we know we
can now,” Brown says.
Flexibility and the widespread use of videoconferencing
allow mothers and fathers to better balance work and their
families, to avoid having to choose between the two and for
attorneys with disabilities to have better access to clients
and the courts, advocates say.
“We might come out on the other side of this as a more
diverse, more inclusive profession. Even a more fiscally responsible one,” says Michelle Coughlin, founder of legal diversity organization MothersEsquire.
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